
 
 

ETHICS COMMISSION 
ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY 

      August 30, 2007 
 
By Interoffice and Electronic Mail  
 
The Honorable John Leopold   The Honorable Ronald C. Dillon, Chairman 
County Executive    and Members of the Anne Arundel County 
Arundel Center    Council 
Annapolis, Maryland  21401   Arundel Center 
      Annapolis, Maryland  21401 
 
      Re: Bill 59-07 
 
Dear Mr. Leopold, Mr. Dillon, and Members of the Anne Arundel County Council: 
 

According to the Anne Arundel County Charter, Article X, 1001A(d), the ethics 

commission is required to review any proposed ordinance pertaining to the public ethics 

and to report its findings and recommendations to the county executive and the county 

council.  The county council may not vote on any such ordinance until either it has 

received the ethics commission’s report or the time for submission of the report has 

expired.  The ethics commission reviewed Bill 59-07 and hereby presents its findings and 

recommendations.  This report, along with the remarks offered to the county council by 

Christopher S. Rizek, chairperson of the ethics commission, is supported unanimously by 

the members of the ethics commission.1 

 

                                                 
1  Commission member, P. Thomas Shanahan, did not participate in the consideration or approval of this 
report.  
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Findings 

 Compliance with state ethics law.  The proposed legislation will exempt police 

officers from certain restrictions on secondary employment that currently apply to all 

county employees.  Specifically, §7-5-102(a)(1) currently provides that an employee may 

not be employed by, have a contract with, or have a financial interest in a person subject 

to the authority of the employee or the employee’s governmental unit.  This provision is 

virtually identical to the State Public Ethics Law, §15-502, State Government Article.  

The proposed legislation would amend §7-5-102(b) to provide new exceptions to the 

general prohibition regarding secondary employment exclusively for county police 

officers. 

The county’s ethics law must “receive the approval of the State Ethics 

Commission as meeting the local government requirements of the Maryland Public 

Ethics Law.”  Anne Arundel County Charter, §1001A(b)(4).  According to the state law, 

§15-804, “the conflict of interest provisions enacted by a county or municipal corporation 

[concerning conflicts of interest, financial disclosure and lobbying] shall be similar to the 

provisions of Subtitle 5 of this title, but may be modified to the extent necessary to make 

the provisions relevant to the prevention of conflicts of interest in that jurisdiction.” 

In reviewing county laws to ensure compliance with state law requirements, the 

State Ethics Commission follows review criteria set forth in its regulations, as set forth in 

COMAR, Title 19A, Subtitle 04, Chapter 01.  These regulations “reflect the minimum 

elements that should be addressed by a county or municipal ethics law in order for the 

law to be viewed as similar or substantially similar to the Public Ethics Law.”  

(19A.04.01)  The regulations provide that local laws should “cover all officials and 
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employees subject to the locality’s jurisdiction.”  (19A.04.02B)  Further, “[t]he local law 

should deal with prohibited outside employment, including a prohibition against 

employment with an entity that is subject directly to the regulatory or contract authority 

of the official or employee.”  (19A.04.02B) (Emphasis added.) 

The regulations require that a copy of any amendments to a local law shall be 

promptly submitted to the commission for the commission’s review and action.  (19A. 

04.03.02B)  If the State Ethics Commission concludes that a particular local law “does 

not conform to the requirements of the Public Ethics Law, and has not received an 

extension, modification, or exemption,” the commission may seek appropriate relief in to 

require compliance with the Public Ethics Law. (19A.04.03.04B) 

 General comments regarding the county’s ethics laws.  In general, the ethics 

commission believes that the ethics laws should apply consistently to all county 

employees.  The commission takes great pains to apply the rules as evenhandedly as it 

can, and there are already too many variations in their applicability.  Like any other law, 

the credibility of ethics laws derives, at least in part, from uniformity of application to all 

citizens.  Anyone seeking a special exception from the ethics law therefore should bear a 

heavy burden of demonstrating the need for a departure from consistent, generally-

applicable principles. 

Secondary employment rules in particular should be uniform for all county 

employees.  Along with the gift rules, secondary employment is one of the most common 

areas of ethics inquiries addressed to the commission; roughly a third of the 

commission’s opinions over the past few years have involved this issue.  In addition to 

the potential non-compliance with state ethics law discussed above, creating different 
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secondary employment rules for different categories of county personnel will add 

unnecessary complexity to the county’s ethics law, and it will leave county employees 

with the justifiable impression that the laws are not uniformly applied. 

In particular, special carve-outs from the ethics laws should not be created for the 

benefit of politically-powerful constituencies.  In the long term, that is a recipe for 

undermining the fairness and credibility of the ethics laws, which as noted previously, 

derives in part from uniform application to all county employees. 

Concerns about police secondary employment.  Within permissible limits, the 

decision of what constitutes a conflict of interest is a matter of policy.  In previous 

opinions, the ethics commission has recognized that police officers have continuing law 

enforcement obligations whether they are formally on duty or not.  To that extent, all 

secondary employment creates some risk of a conflict of interest; like any other county 

employee, a police officer might be tempted to ignore minor illegal activity by the 

secondary employer.  This risk of a conflict of interest is what underlies the limitations on 

secondary employment for all county employees, not just police officers. 

Because police officers do have continuing law enforcement obligations whether 

or not they are on duty, the commission’s precedents attempt to distinguish between 

situations where that possibility of a conflict is remote (e.g., IO-00-184), and situations 

where the police have special enforcement obligations that make that conflict somewhat 

more likely.  Thus, because the police have specially-enumerated law enforcement 

responsibilities regarding bingo halls, and taverns and other liquor licensees, the 

commission advised that the possibilities of a conflict are so great in those circumstances 

that the secondary employment should be prohibited.  See, e.g., AO-99-176, AO-98-91, 
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AO-96-112, AO-02-143.  This is admittedly an imperfect and debatable line, as the 

commission’s opinions discuss, but it is consistent with general principles applicable in 

other jurisdictions. 

In 1996, the International Association of Chiefs of Police National Law 

Enforcement Policy Center issued a Concepts and Issues paper on Secondary 

Employment of police officers.  The authors noted that: 

. . . Regulation of secondary employment is justified in order to 
prevent conflicts of interest between police employment and the 
secondary employment.  Proverbially, no man can serve two 
masters, and this is especially relevant in a discussion of police 
off-duty employment.  Those who enforce the law should not 
become involved in employment that breaks the law or create an 
appearance of impropriety. 

 
 The paper included a model policy which recommends guidelines to govern 

secondary employment of police officers.  The guidelines set forth as conflicts of interest, 

“employment using the police uniform in the performance of tasks other than those of a 

police nature,” and “occupations that are regulated by, or that must be licensed through, 

the police agency or its civilian board.”  (Emphasis added.)  The policy further provides 

that employment that constitutes “a threat to the status or dignity of law enforcement as a 

professional occupation” includes employment in any “gaming establishment.” 

 The possibilities of conflicts of interest or perceived conflicts of interest inherent 

in the secondary employment of police officers with alcohol or gambling related 

establishments are real and problematic.  There is at least one study that addresses the 

significant issues of conflict of interest in police secondary employment.  In Discussion 

Paper 10, published in 2004 by the Research Directorate of the Royal Canadian Mounted 

Police External Review Committee, the authors state that: 
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A major concern with some kinds of employment is that a police 
officer may exercise the office of constable and the functions of a 
peace officer whether on or off duty.  Secondary employment 
which can blur the officer’s status and source of authority is thus 
suspect.  For this reason, employment requiring firearms, or 
which might involve arresting someone, is often prohibited.  
Similarly, members who engage in any business or employment 
for which they could also be required to perform any inspections 
or regulatory functions as part of their police duties run a serious 
risk of conflict.  (Page 33) (Emphasis added.) 
 

Conflicts are more likely to arise in such situations because an officer who is being paid 

by the secondary employer whom he or she is supposed to be regulating might be 

tempted to ignore or minimize violations in order to keep the secondary employment or 

assist the secondary employer.  To put it more bluntly, police should not be paid directly 

by the businesses they are supposed to be policing. 

This is not an “insult” to police officers (as their union head was quoted as 

saying); rather, it is the very reason there are conflict of interest and secondary 

employment restrictions for all county employees.  It is equally true of other county 

employees who have responsibilities for regulating particular segments of county 

businesses.  For example, in recent years the ethics commission has advised that a zoning 

inspector may not sell real estate in the county (IO-06-25), that an inspector may not 

contract with a business entity involved in a pending issue with the inspector’s 

department (IO-05-38), that a grading inspector may not appraise property that is subject 

to regulation by the inspector’s agency (IO-04-108), that an employee of the recreation 

and parks department may not work for an officials’ organization that contracts with the 

department (IO-02-72), and that an attorney for the liquor board may not have an interest 

in an entity with a liquor license (IO-02-29).  As noted above, roughly a third of the 

ethics commission’s ethics inquiries relate to similar secondary employment issues. 
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Police department secondary employment policies.  A random sampling of the 

policies of neighboring jurisdictions reveals how other police departments have addressed 

these issues.  For example, the Arlington County, Virginia police department prohibits 

off-duty police officers from working “any off-duty detail where the officer participates 

in the preparation, delivery, or sale of alcoholic beverages, or is regularly stationed 

within the same room or enclosure where such activities occur.”  (Emphasis added.)  The 

same directive prohibits off-duty police officers from working for secondary employers 

who operate a gambling enterprise or sell tickets for a lottery other than the official 

Virginia state-sponsored lottery.  See Arlington County Police Department Off-Duty 

Briefing Sheet for Businesses and Section 512.03 - Off Duty Employment Policy. 

The Baltimore County, Maryland police department prohibits secondary 

employment by off-duty police officers, “when the employment location is an 

establishment that dispenses alcohol for consumption on the premises and the duties 

involve any of the following:  1.  bartending or serving alcohol; 2.  dispensing package 

goods; or 3.  security /peace keeping functions.”  (Emphasis added.)  Police officers are 

not permitted to engage in off-duty employment where they are required to appear in 

uniform, except under limited circumstances that are not relevant here.  See §7-11-2.6, 

Prohibitions and Restrictions, Administrative Manual, Baltimore County Police 

Department, p. 50-51. 

The Baltimore City Police Department provides that “secondary employment 

shall not be connected, in any way, with any establishment or concern dispensing or 

selling alcoholic beverages (catered non-profit events are excepted) unless specifically 

approved by the Police Commissioner or his/her designee.”  Additionally, “secondary 
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employment in Baltimore City shall not be connected, in any way, with any 

establishment or concern operating bingo, carnival, or gaming devices.”  If the off-duty 

officer seeks uniformed off-duty secondary employment, the rules prohibit “any form of 

employment (inside a premise) that dispenses alcoholic beverages as a primary revenue 

source, or permits gambling that is not non-profit/charitable or otherwise approved by 

law.”  See Baltimore Police Department –General Order Q-2, “Secondary Employment.”  

(Emphasis in original.) 

The Fairfax County, Virginia police department specifically prohibits secondary 

employment “when an employment site is an establishment in which alcoholic beverages 

are sold and consumed, during hours in which the establishment is open for business.”  It 

also prohibits secondary employment at private parties where alcohol is served.  See 

Fairfax County Police Department General Order, Subject: Off-Duty Employment, No. 

340, IV(O). 

In Howard County, Maryland, police secondary employment may not involve the 

handling or dispensing of alcoholic beverages.  Additionally, off-duty police officers may 

not wear uniforms while engaged in secondary employment (although they may carry 

their issued primary weapon and vest).  See General Order Adm-07 Secondary 

Employment, §VI. 

In Montgomery County, Maryland, all requests for off-duty secondary 

employment by police officers must be submitted to the Montgomery County Ethics 

Commission, which may approve or deny the requests.  Additionally, secondary 

employment is prohibited  “for any business that sells, dispenses, or handles alcoholic 

beverages with the following exceptions:  an officer may work for a store, motel, hotel, 
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restaurant, country club, or similar establishment as a security person, desk clerk, or 

similar capacity, provided no part of the officer’s specific duties are related to or involve 

the bar area where alcoholic beverages are sold or dispensed, the employment does not 

require “bouncer” duties, and the sale, dispensing, or handling of alcoholic beverages is 

not the primary business of the establishment.”  Additionally, off-duty police officers 

working in any establishment that sells, distributes, or serves alcoholic beverages may not 

be in uniform.  See Montgomery County Police Function Code No. 355. 

 This sample, which is far from exhaustive, indicates that police off-duty 

employment in establishments where alcohol is sold or served, and establishments where 

gambling occurs, presents issues of conflict of interest that should be carefully examined.  

This special potential for conflicts is what was recognized in the ethics commission’s 

previous opinions on this matter. 

There are numerous opportunities for secondary employment for police officers in 

businesses where the police do not have such special law enforcement obligations.  They 

include, for example, practically all retail operations, clerical work, construction or 

landscaping, the marine industries, etc.  It is thus a red herring to assert that the ethics 

commission’s opinions prevent police officers from taking any secondary employment.  

The commission’s opinions have expressly stated that such secondary employment is 

prohibited only in those cases where the police have special law enforcement 

responsibilities. 

Moreover, secondary employment policies often include distinctions for which no 

justification has been offered.  Why should a police officer be permitted to have 

secondary employment providing security in a liquor-licensee restaurant (which the 
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policy permitted), but not in a tavern (which it prohibits)?  Why be permitted to “provide 

security” but not to serve as a “bouncer?”  Or to act as a waiter but not a bartender?  The 

commission is not aware of any logical reason or rationale for these distinctions. 

Broader public policy issues.  The argument has been made that having police 

officers engaged in secondary employment, in uniform, with weapons, police cruisers, 

radios, and other equipment, provides additional security to the citizens of the county at 

no cost to the county.  In one sense this is probably true: the direct cost to the county 

government is not visible; but the diffused cost is still paid for indirectly by the customers 

of the business for which the police are providing special security.  County citizens are 

still paying the cost, just indirectly. 

Undoubtedly some businesses need special security, but this should be a county 

government issue.  The commission perceives a public policy danger in “outsourcing” 

law enforcement simply because some businesses or people are able to pay for it.  Why 

should those businesses get preferred protection from the police, instead of, for example, 

a residential community where crime is prevalent, or a business that is unable to pay the 

additional cost of a police officer for security? 

Viewed again from the longer-term, therefore, the commission believes that the 

privatization of police protection is not good public policy.  It hides the true costs of 

providing police protection to the county, and it results in preferential protection to those 

who can pay for it. 

 Necessary clarifications.  Based upon its findings above, the ethics commission 

has a number of concerns about the proposed legislation.   
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 1.  Bill 59-07 permits, by way of exemption, police secondary employment with 

liquor licensees as long as the sale of alcohol is not the “primary service” of the business.  

What is the meaning of “primary service?”  For example, in a restaurant with a bar, does 

primary service refer to the type of service that provides the most revenue to the 

establishment?  After normal dinner hours, does the “primary service” of a restaurant 

change to being primarily a bar?  Why does the police department, or the county 

administration for that matter, distinguish between a tavern and a restaurant that serves 

alcohol?  What conflicts of interest issues arise in a tavern but not in a restaurant? 

 2.  Bill 59-07 provides that uniformed secondary employment in restaurants may 

not include the requirement to check identification, screen patrons or remove intoxicated 

or unruly patrons.  Secondary employment in a commercial bingo establishment may not 

include enforcement of the prohibition against underage patrons.  Yet, off-duty police 

officers wearing uniforms have the right – even the obligation – to exercise the police 

powers as the occasion arises.  This prohibition would seem to limit the exercise of these 

powers.  Must a uniformed police officer ignore an obviously underage patron ordering 

alcohol in the bar area of a restaurant?  Must a uniformed police officer ignore a clearly 

intoxicated and unruly patron in the bar area of a restaurant?   Must the officer arrest such 

a patron, since Bill 59-07 would not permit the officer to eject the patron?  Is the 

uniformed police officer subject to the authority of the secondary employer in deciding 

how to respond to a given situation?  If the uniformed officer is not permitted to “enforce 

the prohibition against underage patrons,” is the police department, for the benefit of a 

secondary employer, limiting the police powers available to police officers?  Does this 

prohibition effectively give the secondary employer unlimited freedom to serve underage 
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patrons?  As stated by the IACP, “full police powers are owned by the state, and may 

only be exercised under the control and direction of the police agency.”  Is the officer 

who is employed by this establishment required to report such violations or other 

violations of the liquor license to the police department?  If the uniformed officer takes 

no action in response to observing underage or unruly patrons, how is this inaction by the 

officer going to be perceived by members of the public who are also patrons in the 

establishment? 

 3.  Does the secondary employment of police officers in restaurants where liquor 

is served actually serve as a deterrent to illegal activity?  Is there data that supports this 

theory?  Are establishments that routinely hire police officers for secondary employment 

subject to the types of “sting” operations on the same basis, or with the same frequency, 

as other establishments where alcohol is served?  Do businesses that employ police 

officers receive quicker responses to service calls?  Is there data that supports answers to 

these questions? 

 4.  Who monitors police secondary employment in gambling or alcohol serving 

establishments?  How is such activity monitored? 

 5.  Is there a shortage of secondary employment available to off-duty police 

officers that necessitates employment in alcohol or gambling related establishments?  

Currently in Anne Arundel County, police officers are also employed in security in 

private communities, banks, apartment complexes, hotels, gyms, skating facilities, retail 

businesses, restaurants without liquor licenses, movie theatres, schools, grocery stores, 

shopping centers, bookstores, and other businesses.  Currently off-duty police officers 
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also engage in secondary employment as cashiers, coaches, administrative personnel, 

teachers, sales people, construction workers, landscapers, and disc jockeys. 

Possible alternative.  As noted above, the commission recognizes that certain 

businesses or special events may need special levels of security.  But those businesses 

should obtain that protection through the police department, by paying for the necessary 

police overtime.  The overtime can be paid directly to the county by the business 

obtaining the extra security.  An office within the police department can coordinate the 

demand for such security services with the supply of police officers willing to work such 

overtime.  This type of secondary employment program is practiced in a number of 

jurisdictions.  The commission recognizes that this is an imperfect solution from a 

broader public policy perspective, as it still “privatizes” a certain amount of police 

protection, but from the perspective of the ethics laws this proposal has several 

advantages. 

• First, when the police are expressly providing public security services, they would 

remain employed by only one employer, the police department, which can rotate 

officers through various positions.  This will minimize the potential for conflicts 

of interest, and it will make it clear that the officers are still working for the 

county, not directly for the business seeking the security services. 

• Second, the police department will be better able to track and gauge the level of 

security and police protection needed by various businesses.  This will actually 

assist in planning, resource allocation, and budgeting for the police department 

and the county.   
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• Third, the true cost of security and crime prevention will be more apparent.  

Anyone who reviews the overtime accounts, including the county council and the 

administration, will be able to identify higher-risk areas, businesses, or events.  

This too will assist in formulating anti-crime policy. 

In short, if the county council concludes that it wants to allow persons or businesses who 

require special police security to pay for it, then the commission believes they should be 

paying the county, not the police officers directly. 

Recommendations 

 The ethics commission recommends that the issues raised in its findings above be 

thoroughly studied prior to the enactment of Bill 59-07.   

Additionally, the commission recommends that this bill be submitted to the State 

Ethics Commission prior to its enactment.  If the bill is enacted and then disapproved by 

the State Ethics Commission, the county may face litigation over its failure to comply 

with state law requirements. 

     Respectfully submitted by: 

     The Anne Arundel County Ethics Commission 

     Christopher S. Rizek, Chairperson 
     Carol S. Lewnes, Vice-Chairperson 
     Cynthia H. Caldwell 
     Cathleen M. Conlyn 
     Richard L. Hillman 
     John Ridgely Moses 


